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Abstract— Flip-flop based scan chain design is one of the fundamental Design-for-Test (DFT) features that has been 

widely used in modern VLSI designs. It offers the circuit enhanced controllability and observability. Scan flush 

architecture involves a hardware that controls scan chain by flushing out the existing value in the scan flip-flops (SFF) 

during the initial stage of transition from non-Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) mode to ATPG mode. User 

will only have control on the SFFs after the flushing phase completes. This paper proposes the techniques to verify 

design that implements scan flush architecture to ensure values stored in SFFs during non-ATPG mode are cleared 

before the chip enters ATPG mode. This is to prevent any important secrets from leaking out to the users through 

ATPG scan. The proposed techniques are able to verify non-resettable SFFs and resettable SFFs with different inputs. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Scan design is a design where flip-flops are replaced by scan flip-flops (SFF), and they are connected to form 

one or more shift registers in the test mode. It is a Design-for-Test (DFT) features that is frequently used in VLSI 

design to provide easy read or write access to storage elements and allow the user to observe the states of storage 

elements. It helps to simplify test pattern generation and reduces chip debug time. [1] Figure 1 shows an example 

of a short scan chain stitched from 5 SFF in a sequential circuit. 

Although scan chain design is beneficial for testing purposes, it also brings security threats, which may allow a 

malicious attacker to steal information such as the cipher key from the scan flops. One of the known vulnerabilities, 

Mode Switching Attack, is an attack in which the attacker constantly switches between non-scan mode and scan 

mode, while providing plain text to an encryption algorithm that takes multiple rounds such as Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES). The intermediate encryption result generated by AES after each round will be stored 

in a state register. The immediate AES result in earlier rounds of encryption is not completely secure. If the state 

register is part of the scan chain, then the security can be compromised by attacker. [3][4]  

The scan flush architecture is an architecture of scan chain which is designed to avoid Mode Switching Attacks. 

It involves an implementation of scan flush hardware that flushes out the existing value in flops of scan chains 

during the initial stage of transition from non-Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) mode to ATPG mode. 

The scan flush hardware will automatically scan in 0 into all the scan chains during this stage. Before the flushing 

completes, the user should not have any control on the scan chains. Therefore, it is required to have sufficient clock 

cycles for the flushing phase for ensuring that all the data stored in the SFFs are completely removed. This 

architecture achieves similar result as the reset-based solution mentioned in [3] and [4], however it has the benefit 

that reset is not required to be done during transition from non-ATPG mode to ATPG mode. This paper proposes 

techniques to verify that the scan flush hardware is working as expected by using Gate-Level Simulation (GLS). 
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Figure 1 Scan chain [2] 

 

II. CHALLENGES IN VERIFYING SCAN CHAIN WITH SCAN FLUSH ARCHITECTURE IN GATE-LEVEL SIMULATION 

In order to successfully verify scan chain design that implements the scan flush architecture in GLS, we have 

to ensure that all SFF should not keep their existing data after the flushing completes. The user must not have access 

to the data that are shifted out from the scan chain during the flushing process. They are also not allowed to scan in 

their own pattern during the process. 

To prove that all the SFF are able to flush out their existing data, we had to initialize all the SFF with data that 

is opposite of the scan-in data during the flushing process. After the flushing is done, we use the simulation tool to 

extract the values of all the SFF at that simulation time, to check that they have the same value as the scan-in data 

from the scan flush hardware. Assertion checkers can be written to check that data cannot be shifted in and out by 

the user during the scan flush process. 

Since the scan flush hardware always scan in 0 during the flushing phase, all SFF need to be initialized with 1, 

and the final output of all SFF needs to be 0. We cannot simply initialize the SFF to 1 by using force, as this will 

break the normal flow of data after the scan flushing starts, which defeats the purpose of this verification. Since 

there are resettable SFF and non-resettable SFF with different inputs (active clock or inactive clock), techniques to 

initialize them to 1 will be different for each category and combination of inputs. 

 

III. TECHNIQUES TO INITIALIZE SFF TO 1 IN SCAN CHAIN DESIGN WITH SCAN FLUSH ARCHITECTURE 

A. Flops with Preset Pins 

Asynchronous SFF with preset pins can be easily initialized to 1, as the preset pins are able to override the Q-output 

of the SFF regardless of its D-input.  The steps to initialize this type of SFF is as follows. 

1) Wait for design power-on-reset (POR) to be done and clocks to be ready. 

2) Forcing preset pin to 1 before scan flush starts. 

3) Release force of preset pin immediately after scan flush starts by sampling the scan flush counter. 
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B. Flops without Preset Pins 

 For SFF without preset pins, we categorized them into 2 types which are non-resettable flops and resettable 

flops. The SFF can have different inputs such as active clock or inactive clock.  

 Before applying initialization techniques, we need to find the list of SFFs that need to be excluded from the 

initialization of flops. The SFFs that need to be excluded are the flops that would disrupt the design normal operation 

if it were set to 1. An example would be a POR related flop that is part of the scan chain. Initializing this type of 

flop to 1 before scan flush starts would cause unexpected behaviour and disrupt the hardware operation. The method 

to discover this category of flop is to force all the SFF to 1 after POR is done and design clock is ready. Although 

this would cause the scan flush operation to be unable to flush out the 1 value, the simulation waveform can still be 

used to determine whether the scan flush was able to complete or not. If it is not completed, then debugging has to 

be done manually to determine the SFF that causes the issue. All the SFF that is discovered through this method 

must be manually reviewed to ensure there is no risk in excluding them. If there is no risk, then it can be added into 

the exclusion list, otherwise, its initialization needs to be handled through some other design-specific methods. 

 Once all the prerequisite flows are done, the initialization steps will differ for each of the categories in the 

subsections.   

1) Non-resettable SFF with Inactive Clock 

The list of non-resettable flops in a design can be obtained using synthesis tool. First, we need to split 

the non-resettable SFFs into list of either gated or non-gated clocks. The testbench needs to start with 

forcing the D-input of all SFF to 1 after design main clock is ready. Next, use waveform extraction tools 

to extract the output for the flops at different times after the delay. If all the results of the sampling are 1 

for specific flop, this means that clock is not gated for that flop, and vice-versa.  

 

With the list of non-resettable SFFs with inactive clock ready. Initially, force the D-input of the flops to 

1, followed by manually toggling a clock pulse using force and release feature of simulator. Once these 

steps are done, the flops should be initialized to 1. Once scan flush hardware starts to scan in 0 into the 

scan chains, it will clear the initialized flops. The force of D-input can be released any time after the scan 

flush starts. As the output of SFF will not be driven by D-input, but rather by SI-input during scan flush, 

this will not affect the scan flush operation. 

 

2) Non-resettable SFF with Active Clock 

 

The list of non-resettable SFFs with active clock will be available once the steps from III(B)(1) are run.  

Initially, force the D-input of the flops to 1. Once scan flush hardware starts to flush 0 into the scan chain, 

it will clear the initialized flops. Release the force of D-input sometime after the scan flush starts. 

 

3) Synchronous Reset SFF with Inactive Clock 

In order to extract the list of synchronous reset SFFs, the list of all SFFs should exclude the list of non-

resettable flops from III(B)(1). A similar flow from III(B)(1) will be used to obtain the list of flops with 

gated or non-gated clock. The testbench needs to wait for design main clock to be ready and start with 

forcing the reset of all SFF to 0 or 1 depending on whether it is active low or active high reset. After that, 

it needs to force all the D-input to 1. Sampling is then done on each of the flops, at multiple times after 

the force of D-input. If all the results of the sampling are 1 for specific flop, this means that clock is not 

gated for that flop, and vice-versa.  

 

The steps to initialize this category of flop starts by utilizing force to release the reset of the SFFs in this 

list. When the scan flush starts, the reset of all SFFs in the scan chains are always released, therefore 

releasing the reset earlier will not affect the scan flush behaviour. The next step is the same as the steps 

in III(B)(1), where the D-input of the flops is forced to 1, followed by manually toggling a clock pulse. 

An additional step that needs to be done is to release the force on reset before the scan flush is done. This 

is to ensure that it would not affect the reset behaviour of all SFFs in the scan chains when the design 

transition into ATPG mode. 

 

4) Synchronous Reset SFF with Active Clock 
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Running the flow in III(B)(3) will generate the list of synchronous reset SFFs with active clock, by 

excluding the synchronous reset SFFs with inactive clock. First, release the reset of the SFFs using force, 

followed by forcing D-input to 1, which results in the flops being initialized to 1. After that, releasing of 

the force on D-input and reset has to be done within the scan flush duration to ensure it does not affect 

the normal behaviour of design after switching into ATPG mode.  

 

IV. RESULT 

Table 1 and Table 2 shows the total SFFs in the design being tested, and the number of flops in different 

categories that were successfully initialized to 1 after using the method proposed. 2421 flops were not initialized 

to 1 before scan flush started. This is due to the behaviour of some of the SFF in the design tested. The initialization 

steps are done in non-ATPG mode before the scan flush starts. In non-ATPG mode, some SFF are linked to each 

other, thus causing unexpected behaviour when initializing them to 1 simultaneously. To initialize the SFF, we 

are forcing the D-input. If it is connected to output of any other flops in non-ATPG mode, then it will backforce 

the output of the previous flop. If the previous flop that is backforced is part of the scan chain, then after releasing 

the initialization force, output of the previous flop will not be initialized to 1. 

 
Table 1 Categories of SFFs in Design 

Categories Number of SFFs 

a) Flops Excluded 1 

b) Flops with Preset Pins 112 

c) Non-resettable SFF with Inactive Clock 8551 

d) Non-resettable SFF with Active Clock 5188 

e) Synchronous Reset SFF with Inactive Clock 187517 

f) Synchronous Reset SFF with Active Clock 208997 

 

 
Table 2 Results of SFF Initialization on Design 

Flops Initialized to 1 Before Scan Flush Starts 407945 

Flops Not Initialized to 1 Before Scan Flush Starts 2421 

Total Number of SFFs 410366 

99.41% of the total SFFs are verified successfully using the proposed techniques. 

 

To prove our method, we ran a negative test, by modifying the gate-level netlist to connect the scan chain 

incorrectly. When running scan flush verification without going through the initialization process proposed, we 

did not observe any error in the flushing operation. However, when we ran the scan flush verification after 

initializing the SFFs to 1, we observed that the scan chain that has connection issues is unable to flush out the data 

properly. 

 

V. ANALYSIS 

The methodology proposed in this paper provides various benefits in scan flush design verification. The 

techniques only use common simulator features such as force and release, therefore allowing it to be used in any 

verification environment regardless of the simulator used. Successfully injecting 1 into the SFFs ensures that the 

scan flush hardware will prevent any secrets inside SFFs to be leaked out to the user during ATPG mode. This 

method can also verify that the scan chain in the design is stitched correctly. 

 

Only 6 categories of SFFs are being used in the design tested. Additional methods need to be prepared for 

design that have SFFs that are not under these categories. Some flops also have to be excluded from the 

initialization, as they will disrupt the scan flush flow if they are initialized to 1 prior to scan flush, such as those 

that are related to POR. There is currently no automated method that can discover those flops, and manual reviews 

are needed for de-risking purposes. Furthermore, the 2421 flops from Table 2 that are unable to be initialized to 1 

with the proposed methods, need to be handled manually with design specific solution for different scenarios.  
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Enhancement can be done in the future to make the method generalized for all types of flops. Current hardware 

simulators do provide features that allows easy initialization of registers in GLS. However, most of them are 

mainly targeted to perform initialization for non-resettable flops and will show unexpected behaviour when used 

differently. Hence, they are currently not suitable for our use case. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has introduced the challenges that will be faced during scan chain verification on scan flush 

architecture. The paper mainly focuses on the need to initialize all SFF to 1 for non-resettable and resettable flops. 

To solve this problem, we propose techniques to perform the necessary initialization for each type of flops with 

each possible combination of inputs in the design tested. For other designs with more types of flops, there may be 

room for improvement in the techniques proposed. 
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